Towards functional orthogonalisation of protein complexes: individualisation of GroEL monomers leads to distinct quasihomogeneous single rings.
The essential molecular chaperonin GroEL is an example of a functionally highly versatile cellular machine with a wide variety of in vitro applications ranging from protein folding to drug release. Directed evolution of new functions for GroEL is considered difficult, due to its structure as a complex homomultimeric double ring and the absence of obvious molecular engineering strategies. In order to investigate the potential to establish an orthogonal GroEL system in Escherichia coli, which might serve as a basis for GroEL evolution, we first successfully individualised groEL genes by inserting different functional peptide tags into a robustly permissive site identified by transposon mutagenesis. These peptides allowed fundamental aspects of the intracellular GroEL complex stoichiometry to be studied and revealed that GroEL single-ring complexes, which assembled in the presence of several functionally equivalent but biochemically distinct monomers, each consist almost exclusively of only one type of monomer. At least in the case of GroEL, individualisation of monomers thus leads to individualisation of homomultimeric protein complexes, effectively providing the prerequisites for evolving an orthogonal intracellular GroEL folding machine.